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For example, this comment said, “Oh my goodness, the male star I had been a fan of for years is actually 

a girl. I should be angry, but I think I’m falling in love with her after listening to her sing.” 

 

Another comment said, “Who else opened the blog in the middle of the night like me? I just wanted to 

casually check the blog out before sleeping. But now, after watching the video and searching things up, I 

don’t think I’m going to work tomorrow! I won’t have time for sleep!” 

 

There were too many comments under the discussion thread. It was impossible to finish reading them. 

 

But the hottest discussion thread wasn’t this one. 

 

Ranking first at the top of the discussion topics was not an ordinary person. It was, in fact, one of the 

hottest streamers presently. 

 

[Jiang Li V: Oh my goodness, why is Zhui Guang so much like my sister?] 

 

... 

 

In a magazine studio in Rao City. 

 

Jiang Li was wearing makeup and punk-style clothes. The black leather motorcycle clothes outlined his 

good figure, showing off his wide shoulders and narrow waist. He was considered very good-looking, 

especially when Ye Wangchuan wasn’t beside him for comparison. Jiang Li’s appearance was 

comparable to a group of male stars in the entertainment industry. 

 

It was half-time, and they were taking a break. Originally, the stylist was helping him touch up his 

hairstyle, but Jiang Li was fidgety and kept moving around. 



 

He couldn’t help but shout in shock. 

 

“Impossible. This is too unbelievable!” 

 

It was very tiring for the stylist. After several misses, he couldn’t help but speak. “Brother Li, please stop 

moving. If you continue moving around, your hair will become messy.” 

 

Jiang Li stared at his cell phone. He had already played the video thrice. In the video, the girl’s face was 

edited and he couldn’t see what she really looked like. He only had a feeling that the girl was young. 

 

She was facing the camera and was wearing a black graffiti hoodie. At a glance, it would be hard for 

ordinary people to spot any brand logo on the hoodie. 

 

But who was Jiang Li? He was born into an influential family and fitted into the upper circles of Beijing. 

His eyes were trained to spot details that ordinary people would normally miss. 

 

Qiao Chen could only recognize the big brands around the world. She thought that the limited edition 

items were the most expensive items someone could buy. But he knew that the clothes that were 

displayed would never be the most expensive. This was because the most expensive items were 

specially supplied only to selected classes of people. 

 

For example, Zhui Guang’s black hoodie looked simple in style. The fabric material was also nothing out 

of the ordinary. 

 

But he recognized this brand. It was a fairly unknown and small brand in Y country. 

 

Magic. 

 



This brand didn’t engage in online nor offline advertising. It was as low-key and inconspicuous as its 

brand name. However, it was the favorite brand of many overseas royal families. 

 

Most people without the proper connections wouldn’t be able to purchase one of their pieces. 

 

There was someone around him who liked this brand. That person was none other than Ye Wangchuan. 

 

Most of Ye Wangchuan’s clothes were from this niche brand. It was said that the fabrics were 

particularly soft and comfortable. In addition, the styles were simple and there were not many fancy 

designs. He was often seen wearing clothes from this brand. 

 

Someone wearing the same style of clothes was not the main point. 

 

The main point was that the person in the video was filled with spirit and vigor. Furthermore, her tone 

and voice were very similar to Qiao Nian’s! 

 

But how could Nian Nian be Zhui Guang? 

 

Zhui Guang was his idol! 

 

Jiang Li was stunned. Qiao Nian was only gone for a week, and everyone was starting to look like her to 

him. 

 

While he was distracted by his cell phone, his manager hurriedly ran over to find him. Looking 

exasperated, he spoke directly. “My star, did you mix up your social account and your friend circle 

again? Please delete the comment you just posted. The public relations department will work overtime 

to reduce the attention on it. If you don’t delete it now, we won’t be able to suppress the attention, and 

it will blow up like last time.” 

 



 


